
 

Transit Double Seat Swivel 
Installation Guide 

The Kiravans Double Seat Swivel should only take an hour to fit and is pretty straight forward if 
you have a few basic tools. A half inch socket set will make the whole job much easier. 

FITTING 

1. Remove the double seat by undoing the 5 nuts with a socket spanner. Keep these for 
re-using when we refit the seat. 

2. Lift the seat off the floor studs and move it into the back of the vehicle. 
3. Place the swivel plate on to the floor studs (the side with the 3 studs pointing upwards, & 

the corner cut-out, goes to the rear). 
4. Now we need to secure the swivel lower plate to your van so unlock the 4 black knobs by 

unscrewing, pulling up and twisting as if removing a light bulb. 
5. By rotating the top plate one way and then the other you will reveal each of the 4 floor 

bolts in turn, secure the swivel to each with the original nuts that you removed in step 1. 
6. Tip: fit each nut finger tight only to start with, then tighten each down in turn, after this 

check that the top swivel plate can rotate freely. 
7. Tighten up the 4 black locking bolts now with the swivel facing forwards as for driving. 
8. Remove the 5 supplied nuts on the top plate 
9. Place your seat onto the 5 captive bolts and secure in place with the nuts provided. 

 

OPERATION  

 CAUTION - BEFORE ATTEMPTING TO TURN THE PASSENGER SEAT PLEASE TURN OFF 
ENGINE & PUT VEHICLE IN GEAR IN CASE HANDBRAKE IS ACCIDENTALLY RELEASED.  

Rotating the Seat to Face the Rear 

1. Unscrew the four locking screws and secure them in the raised position (By pulling up and 
twisting as if removing a light bulb). 

2. Position yourself behind the seat and grasp it at each side at, or below, cushion level. 

3. Push it forward and towards the steering wheel. 

4. Rotate it anto-clockwise until it is facing to the rear (you may need to twist then slide a couple 
of times to get it round). 

5. Adjust its position and secure it with the two locking screws at the front of the seat (It is not 
necessary to use the two screws behind the seat when it is in this position). 

  

Rotating the Seat to Face the Front 

1. Repeat the above but rotate the seat in the clockwise direction. 

2. Engage each of the four locking screws with a half turn initially. 

3. Once all four are engaged, continue to tighten up fully. 


